
 NOM CASING O.D. CASING I.D.  WALL THICK WT/CFT PALLET REC MAX
      QUANTITIES DEPTH
 3/4 1.050 .742 .154 28 5400' 350'
 1 1.315 .957 .179 41 4000' 350'
 1 1/4 1.660 1.278 .191 56 2760' 350'
 1 1/2 1.900 1.500 .200 68 1880' 350'
 2 2.375 1.939 .218 94 2800' 350'

 NOM CASING O.D. CASING I.D.  WALL THICK WT/CFT PALLET REC MAX
      QUANTITIES DEPTH
 1 1.315 .915 .200 45.6 4000' 350'
 1 1/4 1.660 1.23 .215 63.5 2760' 350'

NOM CASING O.D. CASING I.D. WALL THICK WT/CFT PALLET REC MAX
    QUANTITIES DEPTH

NOM CASING O.D. CASING I.D. WALL THICK WT/CFT PALLET REC MAX
    QUANTITIES DEPTH

WHITE PVC SCHEDULE 80 TBE
(THREADED BOTH ENDS) DROP PIPE 

WHITE PVC SCHEDULE 120 TBE
(THREADED BOTH ENDS) DROP PIPE 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

the handling required by the application.

1.  Check pipe for thread conformity and any possible shipping damage.

CAUTION: 
When joining PVC schedule 80 threaded pipe, the joint must be  tightened by   

 hand, plus one-half turn with wrench. do not overtighten,  Should a thread 

 sealant be necessary, Teflon tape or Teflon paste is recommended. 

 DO NOT USE PETROLEUM-BASED THREAD SEALANT.

 NOTE: 
 It is recommended that a minimum of 2 centering devices to be used on each installation. 

 Used to center the pump in the center of the casing. The first centering device immediately  

 above the pump and the second at the first 20' joint.

3. Lower the drop pipe into the well using a pump dog under the coupling. Any known 

pipe jack may be used to hold the pipe, while joining, without fear of crushing.

each 20' joint, leaving a little slack at each coupling.

 or with coupling and thread protector.

PipeLife Jet Stream Plastic Pipe
Limited Twenty-Five Year Warranty PVC Schedule 80 Drop Pipe

& Factory-Furnished Threaded Couplings
 PipeLife 

Schedule 80 Drop Pipe and factory-furnished threaded couplings are installed in accordance with the manufacture's instructions in wells of up to 350 feet in depth and provided that a pump no larger than 1 1/2 horsepower 

even if the subsequent occurs during the warranty period.

 This warranty becomes effective only if the buyer correctly completes the warranty card at the time of purchase and returns it to PipeLife Jet Stream Plastic Pipe. Notice of any claim or defect must be made promptly in 

writing to the warrantor. PipeLife 

PipeLife PipeLife 

reinstalled. PipeLife Jet Stream Plastic Pipe will replace or pay for defective couplings which were furnished by PipeLife 

PipeLife Jet Stream Pipe.

PipeLife Jet Stream Plastic Pipe in investigation of any claim. The claimant shall also be required to take all 

reasonable actions necessary to preserve the pipe claimed to be defective and to provide PipeLife Jet Stream Pipe with a sample of such pipe which is not lass than three feet in length.

PipeLife Jet Stream Plastic Pipe will pay a pro rate share of the costs described above computed by 

by 4/20ths. 

 The performance by PipeLife Jet Stream Plastic Pipe of its duties under this warranty shall not be required if the defect, malfunction, or failure of the warranted product to conform to the written warranty was caused by 

damage not resulting from defect or malfunction while in the possession of the consumer, or unreasonable use, including failure to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance.

 


